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Our ranking system is derived from  gleaned from several sources and may 
not feel 100% accurate to you. Your thoughts are part of the process.



I am a HS dropout    or was     forced out of school

I have a high-school diploma

I did some college courses but have no degree

I am a four-year college grad from a “top” college

I have a professional degree (M.D., etc.)

I have an associates’ (2-yr) degree

I have a graduate degree (M.A., Ph.D., etc.)

I am a four-year college grad (lower-ranked college)

Education



I am a POC and discriminated due to Colorism

I am Mixed-Race (presenting of color)

I am a Person of Color

I am “Ethnic” White/forebears immigrated in 19th/20th century

I am White/Anglo Saxon/forebears here for centuries

I am “Model Minority’/forebears immigrated mid-20th c.

I am Mixed-Race (but I can present as white)

Ethnicity



I am Gender-Non-Conforming

I am Transgender

I am  Cisgender/Feminine

I am Cisgender/Masculine

Gender Expression/ 
Identity



There is no family wealth

I am First-Gen, have good job

My family’s wealth is tenuous

My family wealth is recent but in top percentage

My family was mid-century middle class

My family wealth goes back many generations

Inherited Wealth



I’m older than age 75

I am older than age 60

I am a Young Adult (20s/30s)

I am “middle age” (40s/50s), (or older and present younger)

I am younger than age 20Age



… due to Abduction / slavery, or  trafficking

Mine is  forced migration due to political asylum

...due  to poverty or climate change
 

I moved to U.S. from another country for job/education

I am Indigenous/ forebears came via Middle Passage

I am of European/settler descent

How Did I or 
My Family 
Come to the U.S.?
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These are 6 of 20 frameworks we will explore in the workshop. 
Participants will then write/journal about this discovery,discuss in a 
non-confrontational (no shame, no blame) setting and then collectively
Draft shared commitments to action


